Our 90-Day Promise Protects Your RateStar Quote

Lock in Arch MI’s most competitive risk-based MI pricing for your loan. Your RateStar℠ quote is automatically guaranteed under our 90-Day Promise, protecting your pipeline and freeing you to focus on closing the loan.

The 90-Day Promise – How It Works
Get a RateStar quote for your loan. As long as the information originally submitted for the quote does not change, Arch MI will honor it for 90 days unless the rate is no longer legally available for use by Arch MI.

Get a RateStar Quote Anywhere, Anytime
RateStar is accessible 24/7 via:
- archmiratestar.com, our updated RateStar portal.
- CONNECT, Arch MI’s proprietary origination system.
- Arch MI’s mobile app.
- Most industry LOS and pricing engines.
- Amazon Alexa.

For more information, visit archmi.com/RateStar or contact your Account Manager.